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Abstract

This paper investigates the reservoir architecture of thin interlayer within meandering river monosandbody in the
thick-bedded oil layers. The thin interlayer within the monosandbody of the terrestrial reservoir is one of the
dominant factors which form the reservoir heterogeneity of fluid motion. It is of equal importance in comparison
with the rhythmic distribution of permeability, and it is also the important content of the elaborate representation
of reservoirs. However, previous researches of the heterogeneity of reservoir focus mostly on the theory of
distribution disparity of the permeability and neglect the influence of thin interlayer on the heterogeneity.
Therefore, taking the PⅠ2 individual reservoir at the Putaohua reservoir formation in Daqing oilfield as an example,
this paper analyzes the distribution, formation, and the three-dimensional construction of the internal thin interlayer
of the monosandbody from a new point of view, on the basis of which a set of cycle research technique about it is
put forward. With the method of configuration parameter extraction, which is most important before establishing
interlayer configuration in three dimensions, this study clarifies the classification, causes of formation and the
differences of distinct monosandbodies. Ultimately, four categories of thin interlayer according to the
characteristics of the studied area is divided and two dominate causes for thin interlayer formation is discussed:
argillaceous and arenaceous rock interlayer through deposition and interlayer in process of sedimentary
diagenesis.For the convenience of the study, here mainly focuses on the thick - thin interlayer. Techniques are
taken the use of determining the obliquity of the thin interlayer superface based on the configuration of paired
wells and abandoned channel surface. The causes for thin interlayer and their classification, distribution and the
three-dimensional construction are entirely revealed, which would possess important geologic meaning for taking
affective engineering measures in the aspects of the elaborate representation of oil reservoir, and the research of
remaining oil formation and distribution.
Keywords: monosandbody, thin interlayer, architecture, parameter of meandering river; Putaohua reservoir,
Daqing oilfield
1. Introduction
Along with profound exploration and exploitation (Figure 1), the oilfield at the No.1 area Yaojia formation
reservoir in Daqing has come into the ultra-high water-containing phase(Fan & Ma, 2011; Ma et al., 2015; Lin,
Shan, & Chen, 2017b; Yang et al., 2017). Therefore, hunting for remaining oil, enhancing oil and gas output to
attain the full potential are urgent problems to be solved.
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Figure 1. The geographic position diagram of the studied area
In the initial and middle stages of oilfield development, researches on oil layer particularly emphasize the
distribution, scale, connectedness and macro-heterogeneous of monosandbody, which plays an important part in
the layout of the well network and oil-water dynamic and so on. But in the high water-containing and the third
exploitation stage, because of lasting exploitation of oil layer, more and more distinct intraformational discrepancy
brings great influence on the injection-fluid agent oil-displacing and remaining oil formation and distribution in
the monosandbody(Dutton et al., 2005; Singh, Bijeljic, & Blunt, 2016), particularly on the meandering channel
sandbody whose heterogeneity is serious in the high water-containing stage and the third exploitation phase of oil
layer(Wang & He, 1995; Zhang & Zhang, 2003; Ru, He, & Zhou, 2016; Zhao et al., 2016). Formerly, many types
of research and analyses of reservoir heterogeneous and remaining oil distribution focused on the properties of
matter distribution discrepancy(Zhong & Zhu, 2008; Shan, Li, et al., 2015; Shan, Zhang, et al., 2015). But, two
problems remain unsolved. The first is how to exactly explain fluid seepage mechanism which depends on
properties of matter parameter(Morad, Al-Ramadan, Ketzer, & De Ros, 2010; Bjørlykke, 2014, 2015; Liu, Zhang,
Mao, Liu, & Lü, 2017), and the other, which is more important, is that the research tends to lose sight of the
influence of the thin interlayer in the monosandbody on the injection-fluid agent oil-displacing, and the genetic
mechanisms for the thin interlayer and their distribution(Li & Luo, 2011; Cui, Li, Feng, Liu, & Ju, 2013). The thin
interlayer is comparatively non-infiltrative layers unstably distributed in sandstone, which can prevent or control
fluid running. Through the practice of oilfield, the thin interlayer in the reservoir plays an important role in fluid
seepage of each layer(Wang, Xu, & Zhong, 2010; Miall, 2014; Lin, 2017; Lin, Shan, & Chen, 2017a; Matapour &
Karlsen, 2017).
2. Geology Setting
Songliao basin is a Mesozoic-Neozoic downfaulted-depression basin, the Cretaceous strata of which alone get to
more than 5000m thick(Li & Liang, 2002; Fu, Lyu, & Fu, 2003; Hu et al., 2005; Ye, 2005). The Putaohua oil layer
of No.1 and 2 line wells in the north part of Daqing Sa’ertu oilfield belongs to the depositional system of Yaojia
formation member1 of Songliao basin in upper Cretaceous series, which is located in the north of Sazhong
development zone, and totals to 8.9 km². Through the observation, description and depositional analysis of the
eleven coring holes of PⅠ2 individual reservoir at the Putaohua reservoir formation in Daqing oilfield, we find that
meandering channel micro-facies generally develop at the individual reservoir, which can be further divided into
PⅠ2a snaking stream (Figure 2b) and PⅠ2b winding stream (Figure 2a) sublevel micro-facies(Figure 3). The snaking
stream refers to the stream of channel camber index as 1.57～2.57, this kind of stream energy is huge, and lateral
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transference range is most extensive. Averagely PⅠ2 individual reservoir thickness is 5.8m, sandstone thickness is
4.8m, and the probability of well penetration with more than 3m thickness sandstone reaches 78.7%. (A single oil
layer regarded as a unit, probability of penetration is the ratio of the wells which penetrate the layer to the total
well number in the oil reservoir, and it is used to account for a kind of index of oil reservoir distributing
stabilization.)

Figure 2. A model for the meandering river with various degree of curve, (a) is the model of winding stream,
which can be used to descript the meandering channel microfacies of PⅠ2b; whilst the (b) is the model of
snaking stream, which can be used to descript the meandering channel microfacies of PⅠ2a (modified after Yan
Zhang, 2004)

Figure 3. The strata columnar section and sedimentary micro-facies subdividing at Putaohua reservoir formation
of the first member Yaojia formation stratum
In the target strata, the probability of channel: sandbody penetration is 80.69%, non-channel sandbody penetration
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13.93%, and interstream mudstone penetration 5.38%. On the plane, a wide complex meandering channel
sandbody is formed through lateral erosion and lateral deposition in repeated migration and superposition of
meandering river, because of which the connectivity becomes poor and the sandbody is made up of positive
rhythmical multi-superposition vertically. For example, through observing the core from the B1-D4-23 well in
PⅠ2a individual reservoir, the snaking channel sandbody is discovered (Figure 2b). The camber index of winding
stream channel is 1.21～1.57, the stream energy is median, and the lateral migration scope is restricted. PⅠ2b
individual reservoir sandstone thickness is 2.1～6.2m, and the average is 2.5m, in which the probability of
penetration of channel sandbody is 68.35%, the probability of penetration of non-channel sandbody is 16.14%,
and the probability penetration of interstream mudstone is 15.51%. For example, through observing the core from
the B1-3-37 well in PⅠ2b individual reservoir, the winding channel sandbody is discovered (Figure 2a)(Zhang, Yin,
Yu, Ye, & Du, 2013; Shan, Zhang, et al., 2015).
3. Research Methods
Previous researchers mainly identified monosandbody from the perspective of the plane sedimentary microfacies
in the time unit, researched heterogeneous and remaining oil distribution from the perspective of the plane and
information (individual rhythmical reservoir), and had acquaintance with monosandbody’s plane distribution in
the initial and intermediate phase. But, along with water-containing heightening, the intraformational bath and
remaining distribution are more and more complex. Hence, a trial study of the three-dimensional configuration of
the thin interlayer and its influence on remaining oil distribution is carried out in our research from two aspects.
Table 1. Classification and the features of the thin interlayer
Characteristics

Interlayer Categories

thick
interlayer

thick
–
thin
interlayer

thin
interlayer

the
extremely
thin
interlayer

Sediment
Microfacies
fine-grained sheet
deposit, channel
lag deposit and
argillaceous rocks
due to abandoned
channel
brief
flooding
diapause deposit,
peak period finegrained deposit of
channel
sub-flood
peak
deposit
or
different
hydrodynamic
force deposit due
to
large-scale
flooding
change of current
condition
and
direction,
no
apparent hiatus

Identification

basal
lag
conglomerate,
partial incision
and
filling
deposit

apparent basal
channel
scouring
surface

mini type basal
channel
scouring
surface

the interface of
cross bedding
formation

Plane
Broadening

Lithology

mostly > 50

large-scale,
stable several
hundred ～
several
thousand
meters

mudstone,
argillaceous
siltstone,
silty
mudstone,
argillaceous
conglomerate
and calciferous
siltstone

mostly 1～20

small scale,
stable ten ～
several
hundred
meter

mudstone, silty
mudstone,
argillaceous
siltstone

mostly <5

unstable,
meters ～ tens
of meters

mudstone, silty
mudstone,
argillaceous
siltstone

mostly <5

unstable, less
than meters

mudstone, silty
mudstone,
argillaceous
siltstone

Thickness(cm)

Before studying thin interlayer architecture, the classification, causes of formation and the differences of distinct
monosandbodies should be clarified. The monosandbody is the accretion body which consists of single different
accretions by repetitious flooding affairs. Every aggradation body possesses definite lithofacies and properties of
matter, and it is also an important unit of controlling the characteristics of the inner channel. According to the fine
observation of coring well, description, sedimentary analysis, and systemic research of thin intraformational
interlayer, the interlayer are divided into four categories, two causes and five kinds of rock combination.
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3.1 Categories of Thin Interlayer
To explain the causes and characteristics of configuration, the interlayer is classified according to the structure of
sandbody. It is the basis and premise of the research of configuration of the thin interlayer and remaining oil
distribution, and the thin interlayer is divided into four categories according to the characteristics of the studied
area (Table 1): thick interlayer, thick - thin interlayer, thin interlayer, extremely thin interlayer.
3.2 Causes for Thin Interlayer Formation
There are two causes for thin interlayer formation(Geehan et al., 1986; Xue, 1991; Mackey & Bridge, 1995). One
is the interlayer at the stages of deposition including argillaceous interlayer and argillaceous cementation
conglomerate interlayer, and the other is the interlayer in process of sediment diagenesis which is mainly
calcareous cementation gritstone interlayer. The PⅠ2 individual reservoir of the studied area is located in the large
lake basin of the fluvial-delta sedimentary system. With priority to the meandering channel facies and combining
with the causes and development of stream, the characteristics are as follows (Figure 4).

Figure 4. The classification and spatial distribution of the thin interlayers of the meander point bar, which can be
seen that the are commonly three kinds of categories of the interlayer could be relatively distinguished from the
underground reservoir; while the fourth one- “extremely thin interlayer”- could only be seen figured out through
cores data
1) Argillaceous and arenaceous rock interlayer through deposition
The frequency of interlayer distribution reaches 90% on the vertical, and the sediment environment types of the
interlayer are as follows.
a. Transient flooding diapause deposition. After large-scale flood period, fine-grained seston in the channel
(mudstone, silty mudstone and argillaceous siltstone and so on) deposits in the lateral accretion of monosandbody
or on top of vertical accretion. It belongs to thick – thin interlayer.b. Fine-grained at the peak period of flooding.
At each stage, because water body rapidly becomes deep and water body energy rapidly fails in, sediment mainly
contains fine-grained deposit, which is mostly located in the lateral accretion of a meandering river or vertical
accretion of the straight river. It belongs to thick – thin interlayer.
c. Fine- grained deposition due to sheetflood. The kind of interlayer is made up of mudstone, argillaceous siltstone
and silty mudstone which are caused by the deposition of hydro-distributary channel overflow from levee or
underwater distributary channel cross flow. It belongs to the thick interlayer.
d. Cause of abandoned channel. When the energy of stream fades out at each abandoned channel stage, mudstone,
argillaceous siltstone and silty mudstone and so on deposit on a large scale, and the mudstone of abandoned channel
superface is comparted from the sandstone of channel bottom apparently. It belongs to the thick interlayer.
e. Nagelfluh deposition due to strong hydrodynamic force erosion. Strong hydrodynamic force erosion schleps a
great deal of nagelfluh deposit and forms impermeability or ultra-low permeability layer, which appears at the
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bottom of the channel, lateral/vertical accretion, hyperplasia body, and layer-system-formation. The scale and
permeability are greatly different in three-dimensional space. It belongs to the thick interlayer.
f. Channel lag deposition. On account of the shearing action of bed home and channel current, hydrodynamic force
is slack locally, separating ability drops, and the coarse grain jumbles with the fine-grained. The melange forms
an impermeable layer, which is generally located at the bottom of the channel. It belongs to the thick interlayer.
g. Fine-grained deposit of single lateral accretion in the channel during the sub-flooding peak. Aiming at the point
bar of a meandering river, the interlayer is formed during the sub-flooding peak, and the scale is small. It generally
belongs to the thin interlayer.
h. Fine-grained transient deposit in the channel during the sub-flooding peak. Mainly occurs in the interface of
cross-bedding. Because of the small size, it usually can only be seen in the core. It generally belongs to the
extremely thin interlayer.
2) Interlayer in process of sedimentary diagenesis
The interlayer formed through diagenesis are made up of impermeable interlayer from calcareous strata or supper
impermeable interlayer, which are generally located on the top or the bottom of the channel sandstone, but only
the minority is located at the edge of channel(Le & Wang, 2002; Fu & Wang, 2008; Li & Luo, 2011). Calcareous
interlayer is mainly formed in two ways. First, the calcareous interlayer deposition by the evaporation of pore
water or the deaeration of CO2. in the environment of surface atmosphere and freshwater. In the humid area, pore
water vertically infiltrates, which is in favor of deposition and cementation below. But in arid area, strong
evaporation raises pore water, which results in calcareous junction layer on the earth’s surface. Second, in process
of sedimentary diagenesis, along with depth increasing which results in the temperature increasing and pressure
build-up, the organic thermal evolution will release plenty of CO2, which will be combined with a Ca2+、Mg2+ ion
of reservoir water to form density interlayer of carbonate cementation.
3.3 Rock Combination of Thin Interlayer
The thin interlayer comes down to 4 kinds of rock combination(Ma, 1992; Zhao, 2002; Gibling, 2006; Wu & Yue,
2008), which are as follows.
1) Mudstone interlayer
Mudstone interlayer are made up of mudstone (including silt pelite and silty mudstone) as massive mudstone facies,
horizontal bedding mudstone facies, wavy bedding mudstone (silty mudstone) facies and mini type cross-bedding
mudstone (silty mudstone) facies, which mainly come from (underwater) distributary channel, abandoned channel
or suspension deposition at post-flood stages.
2) Siltstone interlayer
Siltstone interlayer is made up of pelitic siltstone, transitional lithology (mud-bearing siltstone) and so on, which
come from (underwater) distributary channel, abandoned channel, suspension deposition at post-flood stages or
fine-grained of the channel during flood peak and so on.
3) Nagelfluh interlayer
The nagelfluh interlayer is made up of nagelfluh and sandstone and so on, which come from the bottom gravel due
to the strong erosion of hydrodynamic force.
4) Calcareous rock interlayer
Calcareous rock interlayer is made up of calcareous sandstone, calcium-bearing sandstone and so on, which are
formed through diagenesis.
In this way, the interlayer from fluvial-delta sedimentary system is mainly formed through deposition and
diagenesis. The overwhelming majority of the interlayer formed through deposition, which strictly controls
architecture and three-dimensional distribution.
Besides, asphalt interlayer is occasionally found, which are mainly due to crude oil oxidation.
4. Architecture Techniques
4.1 Configuration Parameter Extraction of Lateral Accretion Thin Interlayer in Monosandbody
The configuration parameter extraction is most pivotal before establishing interlayer configuration in three
dimensions. Because the research is not only limited by the studied area data but also restricted by the disparity of
interlayer distribution below, the data need to be adjusted to reduce the error. For the convenience of research, this
paper mainly focuses on the thick - thin interlayer. The interlayer is researched in the aggradation from
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monosandbody(Fu et al., 2003; Labourdette & Jones, 2007; Donselaar & Overeem, 2008). Many methods have
been proposed to extract parameters(MacDonald & Halland, 1993; Lyu, Ma, & Tian, 1994; Li, 1996; Liu, Yang,
& Yang, 2004; Fabuel-Perez, Hodgetts, & Redfern, 2009; Wu, Hou, Wang, Cui, & Shuqing., 2014), and our
research focuses on the technique for determining the obliquity of the thin interlayer superface based on the
configuration of paired wells and abandoned channel surface.
4.1.1 Grading Interface of Point Bar
According to the configuration theories of Mail(1988), which divides the interface of point bar sandstone into the
following 5 grades:
No.1 grade interface: It is cross-bedding and does not suffer erosion apparently, which stands for a series of
identical continual bottom deposit. The horizontal seepage is rapid, but the vertical seepage is slow.
No.2 grade interface: It is cross-bedding interface which is similar to No.4 grade interface, but the scale is smaller
and there is no evident hiatus. Because the zone upon No.2 grade interface has identical lithology facies, the
permeability is isotropic relatively.
No.3 grade interface: It forms at the stages of the minor flood which is located at the bottom erosion surface or at
the stages of a sub-blood peak whose hydrodynamic condition varies, and it mainly develops in the point bar of a
meandering river. Although the plugging action is similar to No.4 grade interface, its scale is smaller.
No.4 grade interface: In terms of the meandering river point sandbar, it forms at the bottom erosion surface in the
deluge. It is the main stage of erosion concave and increasing convex in process of meandering river development.
Its main body is the host lateral accretion of the crescent shape formed at the bottom erosion surface in the deluge.
The inner seepage permeability is controlled by the properties of matter and distribution of space of thin interlayer.
No.5 grade interface: It is a complex of the sand interface. It generally shows smoothness or a little fovea. The
basal lag gravel, partial incision and filling are its identification mark. No.5 grade interface and the top interface
of point sandbar reflect the three-dimensional outer geometrical morphology of the well-preserved single point
sandbar. It is surrounded by floodplain mudstone and forms a relatively independent oil-water carrying-gathering
unit.
Previous researches of the architecture of interlayer mainly adopt some methods and techniques including
abandoned surface of channel techniques and two-ply well techniques (Ma Shizhong, 2003). Our investigation
shows that the technique is quite fit for the architecture research in this paper. And this paper mainly adopts several
methods as follows in brief.
4.1.2 Paired Wells Used for the Interpretation of Obliquity
In the aspect of determining the configuration interface inclination according to paired wells, Professor Ma
Shizhong has done a lot of work in this area, and achieved considerable success (Ma et al., 2008), whose findings
are: When paired wells (paired wells refer to two ports of well, the distance of which is less than 50m.) share the
same interlayer, the obliquity of interlayer superface can be determined. The studied area contains many paired
wells, such as B1-60-536well and B1-60-537well. Through measuring height difference and spacing of the two
wells, the obliquity of configuration interface can be counted by geometry operational method (Figure 5). Referring
to this theory, researchers manage to carry out its configuration interface inclination.
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Figure 5. The dip angle is confirmed by the paired well of B1-60-536 and B1-60-537, the distance between the
paired well is 41m and the channel sandbody is determined by the logging curve as well as the cores data, then
the thin interlays are also figured
The distance between B1-60-536 well and B1-60-537 well is only 41m, which extends from west to east
approximately and is consonant with the direction of lateral accretion. At the two ports of well there is a 6.8mthick and 7.5m-thick sandbody of meandering river respectively, and also a 0.25m and 0.36m intercalary stratum
in the top and central section respectively at Putaohua oil layer formation PⅠ2 individual reservoir. At the top of
the two ports of well, there is a several-meter-thick interlayer according to the microelectrode curve. The thick
interlayer, thick - thin interlayer, and thin interlayer are also identified in the channel, and every kind of interlayer
has a good corresponding relation. Therefore, these should belong to the identical kind of deposition at the same
time. In the meantime, the measured height difference is 59m, and consequently, the obliquity arctg (5.9/41) is as
follows.
Arctg (5.9/41) = arctg (0.1439) ≈ 8°11′

(1)

Because the direction of lateral accretion is identical with that of two ports of well connecting line, and the obliquity
value basically accords with the numerical value interval range (10～20°) of the example Qianguo contemporary
point bar (Dong Qingshui and so on, 1997) and the No.4 grade theoretical model of point bar, the obliquity can be
regarded as a true value.
4.1.3 Determine the Inclination of the Interface Configuration According to the Abandoned Surface
The use of abandoned surface technology can also determine the configuration of the interface inclination(Ray &
Chakraborty, 2002; Ma, Sun, Fan, & Hao, 2008; Shan, Zhang, et al., 2015). The abandoned surface is the lateral
accretion sandbody superface of the last deposition in the abandoned channel. In essential, it is the last lateral
surface of channel development. Hence, the obliquity of such an interface can be determined according to the
abandoned surface. It is especially true when the abandoned surface is located on the beachhead or when two wells
with a short distance touched the same abandoned surface.
Based on theoretical models of their researches, we have done configuration interface analysis of the B1-D4-P31
well, B1-D4-P32 well and B1-D4-P36 well. For example, the B1-D4-P31well is located on the point bar. The B1D4-P31well, the B1-D4-P32 well and the B1-D4-P36 well section pass through the abandoned channel by
approximate northeast-east unfolding (Figure 6). The B1-D4-P32 well is located on the steep slope surface of the
concave bank, and the B1-D4-P36 well is located to the ramp surface of the convex bank. The B1-D4-P31 well is
filled with a complete (filling type) point bar, and the B1-D4-P32 well only 36.5m apart from it is located in the
central section of the abandoned channel. However, the B1-D4-P36 well is located on the margin of the abandoned
channel. Consequently, the abandoned surface obliquity between B1-D4-P31well and B1-D4-P32 well is as
follows.
Arctg (3.1/36.5) = arctg (0.0849) ≈ 4°51′
And the abandoned surface obliquity between B1-D4-P32 well and B1-D4-P36 well is as follows.
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Arctg (2.8/128.6) = arctg (0.0218) ≈ 1°15′

(3)

It is obvious that the obliquity value is too small and it is far less than the obliquity value (10°～20°) of Qianguo
modern point bar(Li, 1996) and the theoretical model of point bar No.4 grade interface. Two main causes are as
follows.

Figure 6. Through the horizontal and vertical difference values of the distance between the abandoned channel
surface, the dip angle is confirmed by the abandoned channel surface
The abandoned channel is between the two wells. The obliquity of the abandoned surface will become smaller if
the ligature of the superface of one complete point bar and the superface of the last lateral accretion sandbody of
the other well is taken as the abandoned channel. To reduce the error, the data need adjusting in data processing.
The result closest to the true obliquity can be obtained if the half of well spacing is taken as the borderline of the
abandoned channel, especially when the well spacing is small. Accordingly, process (2) in the above can be
calculated as follows.
Arctg [3.1/(36.5/2)] = arctg (0.1699)≈ 9°39′

(4)

The above obliquity is quite objective. Thus, the convex bank ramp obliquity of abandoned channel is as follows.
Arctg [2.8/(128.6/2)] = arctg (0.0435)≈ 2°30′

(5)

It is obvious that the small obliquity is caused by big well spacing. Therefore, the small well spacing is favorable
for calculating the abandoned surface of the interlayer obliquity to avoid the error which comes from big well
spacing.
When calculating the ramp obliquity of the convex bank, the data of one well reveals the central section of the
abandoned channel, and the other the margin of the abandoned channel. The abandoned surface which comes from
the superface of the last lateral accretion of the two wells is close to a plane, but in fact, the abandoned surface
should be a concave which is gentle at the upper part, steep at the middle part and gentle at the lower part. There
can exist a wide gentle slope close to the abandoned channel, especially close to its convex bank. Based on the
above analysis, the obliquity recalculated according to the gentle slope close to the convex bank of the abandoned
channel made up of B1-D4-P32well and B1-D4-P36 well belongs to this kind. In view of the error, it is suggested
that the width of the abandoned channel be worked out and then positions of the steep zone of the concave bank
and gentle slope of the convex bank be fixed before the obliquity of the abandoned surface is determined.
4.1.4 Extraction of the Inclination of the Superface of the Thin Interlayer
The methods are as follows:
1) Lateral accretion orientation is revealed through the horizontal distribution of the abandoned channel.
The lateral accretion orientation of meandering channel is always pointing to the direction of abandoned channel
(Figure 7)(Ma et al., 2015; Shan, Li, et al., 2015). And its meandering ring is the best and full-scale proof which
reveals the lateral accretion orientation of channel (see Meandering Ring in Figure 7. The meandering ring is the
ring structure which comes forth due to the lateral accretion of the meandering channel). Thus here the distribution
of meandering rings can be utilized to determine the accretion orientation of channel sandstones. There is a
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meandering ring at Ptutaohua oil layer formation PⅠ2 individual reservoir, and the meandering ring where B1-60537 well is located shows extension of the lateral accretion is from east to west (northwest-west). Namely, along
with the route from the B1-60-537well, B1-D4-P36 well to B1-D4-P31well, the lateral accretion tendency is 312°.
2) The abandoned surface determines the orientation of lateral accretion
Although some error occurs if the lateral accretion obliquity is determined by making use of abandoned surface in
the case of very big well spacing, it can well reflect lateral accretion orientation, it is especially the case when the
well-tie section is vertical to the abandoned channel and the penetration situation is at the margin or central section
of the abandoned channel.
3) The tendency is determined according to the 3 wells with close well spacing
The lateral accretion orientation can be determined with the principle of “three-point forming a plane” when the
penetration encounters the abandoned channel in the case of three wells or over with close well spacing.
4.1.5 Extraction of the Scale of the Thin Interlayer Horizontal Distribution in Section
According to the distribution of the plane graph (Figure 7), the abandoned channel width of large-scale meandering
channel sandbody at Putaohua oil layer formation PⅠ2 individual reservoir is about 120m, and the lateral accretion
width WL is about two-thirds of the river width.
WL = 2W/3 (Zhang & Liu, 1997)

(6)

so,
WL = 2W/ 3= 2×120/3 = 80m

(7)

Because the lateral mudstone usually lies on the top of lateral accretion and is easily eroded by the next flood, its
width is usually smaller than that of the lateral accretion, and so the width of the maximum argillaceous thin
interlayer is less than 80m.
4.2 Space Conformation Establishment of Lateral Accretion Thin Mudstone Interlayer in Monosandbody
Based on the above analysis, we can conclude that the Putaohua oil layer formation PⅠ2 individual reservoir in
north No.1 and 2 line drilling well area in Daqing oilfield is meandering channel sandbody. On the plane of the
meandering river, a broad complex meandering channel sandbody is formed due to repeated migration and pilingup in the way of lateral erosion and lateral accretion. In the sandbody, a lot of pinching zones and interstream
sandbodies have developed, with a certain number of abandoned channels at its margin and in the interior. The
sandbody width in the studied area is 1500m, the thickness is 4～8 m, the channel width is 120m, the curvature is
1.73, the ratio of channel sandbody width and thickness is 150:200 and the meandering bandwidth/river width is
12.5. The close well spacings in the studied area are 100～200m. But they are still unable to define the margin of
the channel. Thus, the channel width W may be estimated according to experience counting formula,
W = 64.5h1.54 (Mu et al., 1998)
(h refers to sandbody thickness of channel)

(8)

Put the biggest thickness value of sandstone substitutes into the above formula, and the meandering river width
can be determined. The architecture parameters of thin interlayer are as follows.
The lateral accretion orientation (tendency) is 115°; the obliquity values of different positions of the same lateral
accretion are 20° (middle part), 12° (upper-middle part), 8° (upper part) and 2° (top) respectively, with an average
10.5°. The thickness of lateral argillaceous accretion interlayer is 30～80m. According to the above parameters,
the architecture of thin interlayer can be restored in the monosandbody of the meandering channel (Figure 4).
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Figure 7. The plane sedimentary micro-facies and the generalized geologic map of the region of interest at the P
Ⅰ2 individual reservoir at the Putaohua reservoir formation in Daqing oilfield. With the evolution of meander
rings, the lateral accretion orientation of meandering channel could be roughly identified, and the river
morphology may also get a way to show itself
5. Conclusion and Implications
1) This thesis puts forward the categories, causes, and types of the thin interlayer, focusing on the importance of
deposition and diagenesis of forming a thin interlayer. This thesis also states that the overwhelming majority of
the thin interlayer in the studied area are caused through deposition, which is the dominant factor for forming thin
interlayer in the studied area.
2) We have a preliminary research and discussion of thin interlayer three-dimensional configuration. The extraction
of parameters of the monosandbody in the meandering river thin interlayer is the most important process. This
thesis mainly discusses the determination of the obliquity of configuration interface by using the technique of
paired wells and abandoned surface, i.e. to define the lateral accretion orientation through the plane distribution of
abandoned channel, to work out the tendency through three wells with close well spacing, and to determine the
scope of the horizontal distribution in thin interlayer section according to plane microfacies distribution. On this
basis, the architecture of the interlayer is established.
3) Practice. According to the research findings, Daqing oilfield had better perfect PⅠ2 individual reservoir well net,
make full use of the potential oil layers and improve recovery ratio of ultra-high water-containing oil pool.
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